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MISCELLANEA 

 

1. A mid-20th century Hadrill & Horstmann “roller” counterpoise desk lamp 
(black). Estimate: £40-60. 

2. An “Agla” micrometer syringe outfit, boxed; five pairs of anti-gas eye-
shields, with original packaging; a Hagen tear gas pen; a stoneware 
ginger beer bottle; & sundry other items. Estimate: £30-40. 

3. A German “Peerless” accordion (slight faults); together with a Vidor “My 
Lady Catherine” portable radio; & a metal portable sheet-music stand. 
 Estimate: £20-30. 

4. A Swiss made steel watchmaker’s lathe, 8” long, with various accessories 
& in a mahogany case. Estimate: £40-60. 

5. A Stanley Bailey “No. 4” smoothing plane; a wooden smoothing plane; & 
various other hand tools. Estimate: £20-30. 

6. A leather briefcase stamped “Thomas Keane, Birmingham”, 11¾” wide x 
9¼” high; together with various items of loose Meccano.  
 Estimate: £20-30. 

7. A tan leather suitcase fitted brass twin-lever locks, 24” wide; together with 
three 1940’s black & white school group photographs; two cameras; & 
sundry other items. Estimate: £30-40. 

8. A Slazenger wooden archer’s bow; together with an Amos long-handled 
axe; & two parasols. Estimate: £20-30. 

9. An early 20th century Chinese parasol with painted floral decoration; 
together with five various volumes. Estimate: £20-30. 

10. A tan leather suitcase fitted brass lock & stamped "C.S.L. MAKERS, 
ARMY & NAVY LONDON"  27" wide; together with a fibre-covered 
suitcase; & a tan leather holdall. Estimate: £30-40. 

11. A Clementi & Co. of London wooden flute, 23¼” long; together with a set 
of whist playing cards, etc. Estimate: £30-40. 

12. A Spears “Weaving Loom” (series 3); together with five board games, all 
boxed; two modern stamp albums; & sundry other items.  
 Estimate: £10-20. 

13. A Herbert Terry & Sons of Redditch anglepoise desk lamp.  
 Estimate: £10-20. 

14. A G. P. O. black Bakelite “pyramid” telephone. Estimate: £30-40. 

15. Two Tumi (Hong Kong) “Decoration Fancy Lite Sets”, boxed.  
 Estimate: £20-30. 

16. A Mazda Disneylights “Bambi” 12 lamp outfit, boxed. Estimate: £20-30. 
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17. A collection of approximately seven hundred various phone cards 
contained in seven albums. Estimate: £30-40. 

18. A green onyx & gilt ormolu crucifix wall ornament, 10¼” x 6”; & a brass 
engraved nut bowl & mallet. Estimate: £20-30. 

19. A Hohner “Hohner Band” harmonica; an Argus Previewer slide viewer; a 
View-master 3-Dimension viewer, all boxed; a Castle Brand riding safety 
helmet, etc. Estimate: £20-30. 

20. A Japanned-metal storage trunk with hinged lift-lid & wrought-iron side 
handles, 18” wide; together with a Morphy Richards Noiseless hair dryer, 
boxed; a pair of Mark Scheffel 20 x 50mm field glasses, etc.  
 Estimate: £20-30. 

21. An Edward Sharp & Sons rectangular confectionery tin, 10” x 8¼”; & 
fourteen various 45 rpm records. Estimate: £10-20. 

22. A Victorian mahogany “apprentice-piece” chest fitted two short & three 
long graduated drawers with turned knob handles, on plinth base; 15½” 
wide x 15½” high. Estimate: £60-80. 

23. Two Crown Ducal “Sunday Athletes” series side plates (Nos. 4 & 5), 8¼” 
diam., both w.a.f. Estimate: £10-20. 

24. A brass & steel miner’s lamp, 9½” high; & an eastern brass engraved 
circular tray with figure scene design to centre, 19¼” diam.  
 Estimate: £30-40. 

25. Two ebony gent’s walking canes, one with .925 silver knob handle, the 
other with white metal knob handle. Estimate: £30-40. 

26. Various book-binding materials & accessories. Estimate: £20-30. 

27. A set of twelve Vinogradoff porcelain “Russian Legends” series collector’s 
plates, with certificates, unboxed. Estimate: £20-30. 

28. A late 19th/early 20th century hair-curling set, in ebony case, 7¼” wide. 
 Estimate: £20-30. 

29. A Marples “M5” smoothing plane; an Acorn “No. 4” ditto; a Stanley “No. 
220” carpenter’s plane; & three other carpenter’s planes.  
 Estimate: £20-30. 

30. An antique bayonet, 21¾" long (w.a.f.); together with various loose 
postcards & cigarette cards. Estimate: £20-30. 

31. An antique painted leather fire bucket, 10¼" high (w.a.f.); together with a 
painted wooden panel depicting a coat-of-arms, 16¼" wide; and a pair of 
rectangular trays with picture scene to centre titled “His Majesty George 
IVth’s Pavillion at Brighton”, 14" x 17½". Estimate: £40-60. 

32. A small leather suitcase fitted chrome twin-lever locks, 11½" wide; and a 
ladies’ leather handbag. Estimate: £20-30. 

33. A Smith Premier “No. 10” typewriter with dual keyboard, & with dust 
cover. Estimate: £40-60. 
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34. A Verity “Orbit” 12" diam. electrically-operated desk fan, circa 1930s. 
 Estimate: £40-60. 

35. A painted wooden yoke with leather straps, 33¾" long; together with three 
small suitcases. Estimate: £30-40. 

36. An early/mid-20th century schoolboy’s cap; a “Read-e-zee” bookrest, 
boxed; a Hobbies “Crown Fretwork Outfit”; and sundry other items. 
 Estimate: £30-40. 

37. No Lot. 

38. No Lot. 

 

 

 MUSICAL ITEMS 

 

39. A violin & bow (violin 23¼” long), with case. Estimate: £30-40. 

40. Two violins (one with case, & four violin bows, part w.a.f.  
 Estimate: £30-40. 

41. An Avon Rose Morris six-string electric guitar (Model No. 3403, Serial No. 
0772), with case. Estimate: £30-40. 

42. A “Thank Your Lucky Stars” annual (1964); & a “Top of The Pops” annual 
(1974), autographed by numerous members of Pans People.  
 Estimate: £10-20. 

43. A Rockups pop-up book “The Beatles Story”; & one volume “The Inside 
Story, P. J. Proby”. Estimate: £10-20. 

44. A LATE 19th/EARLY 20th CENTURY “BRITANNIA SYMPHONION DISC 
MUSIC BOX BY B. H. ABRAHAMS OF ST CROIX SWITZERLAND”, with 
lever-would mechanism & with transfer decoration to the simulated 
mahogany case, 17” wide, together with thirty-nine various 9” diam. discs.
 Estimate: £200-300. 

45. One volume “A Twist of Lennon” by Cynthia Lennon; a ditto printed 
illustration autographed by Cynthia Lennon; one volume “John Lennon 
My Brother” by Julia Baird; & a cassette tape “An Interview with Paul 
McCartney” autographed by Julia Baird; a hardback volume “Shout, The 
True Story of The Beatles” by Philip Norman; a ditto paperback volume; & 
one volume “John Lennon, A Spaniard in the Works”. Estimate: £10-20. 

46. Eighty five various 45 rpm records by The Beatles, The Rolling Stones, 
The Hollies, etc. Estimate: £30-40. 

47. An early 20th century harmonium in oak case, bears label “R. F. Stevens 
of London”, 41¼" wide x 38½" high. Estimate: £30-40. 
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48. A Stagg brass saxophone (model No. 77-SA), cased. Estimate: £30-40. 

49. A Soccento piano accordion in black polished case, and with fibre-
covered carrying case. Estimate: £30-40. 

50. A 19th Century SWISS CYLINDER MUSIC BOX IN INLAID-ROSEWOOD 
CASE, bears paper label “FABRIQUE EN GENEVE”, & PLAYS TEN 
AIRS (lid w.a.f.), 22¼" wide x 8¼" high. Estimate: £150-250. 

51. No Lot. 

52. No Lot. 

53. No Lot. 

 

 

ADVERTISING WARE 

54. A plastic advertising figure “MORE HOPS IN BEN TRUMAN”, 17½” high; 
& three celluloid Babycham advertising figures. Estimate: £30-40. 

55. A Small rectangular advertising mirror “Vick Vapour-Rub”, 8” x 4¾”; a 
“Sunparlour” wooden crate, 16” x 10¾”; & a canvas & leather fishing rod 
case. Estimate: £20-30. 

56. A BOXED SET OF SIX MANSELL’S CHRISTMAS CRACKERS (No. 
391). Estimate: £30-40. 

57. A mid-20th century clear glass soda syphon bottle etched “MINERAL 
WATERS DISTRIBUTORS LTD DUBLIN”, 12¼” high. Estimate: £20-30. 

58. Twelve various tins. Estimate: £20-30. 

59. A collection of seventy various advertising ashtrays. Estimate: £20-30. 

60. An early/mid-20th century large coloured poster “S. W. Arnold & Sons, 
TAUNTON, ALES & PORTER, ROWBARTON BREWERY”, 21¾" x 29¾", 
in glazed frame. Estimate: £30-40. 

61. Five rectangular brewery advertising mirrors: “Allbright”, “Cambrian”, 
“Georges”, “Hall & Woodhouse’s”, and “Websters”, all framed, various 
sizes. Estimate: £20-30. 

62. Various brewery advertising prints, displays of bottle labels, advertising 
prints etc. Estimate: £30-40. 
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63. A collection of approximately one hundred and fifty various packs of 
advertising playing cards, most boxed. Estimate: £30-40. 

64. A Carlton Ware “Bulmer’s Cider” woodpecker advertising figure; a 
Sadland’s “Martell Brandy” advertising jug; and two other advertising 
figures “Lambs Navy Rum”, and “Younger’s Tartan Beer”. 
 Estimate: £30-40. 

65. A brass embossed “TAKE COURAGE” firescreen, 15½" wide; together 
with five various brass brewery circular wall plaques; and a display of 
approx. two hundred various bottle tops. Estimate: £20-30. 

66. A Bentina novelty 8-day mantel clock in the form of an Irish harp, 8¼" 
high; together with various bar advertising jugs, tankards, and glasses.
 Estimate: £30-40. 

67. A collection of approximately sixty various advertising tin trays. 
 Estimate: £30-40. 

68. Various vintage food & drink labels, some in glazed frames; various 
cheese boxes, etc. Estimate: £20-30. 

69. A set of Hilary Page teething rings, boxed; various advertising ephemera, 
etc. Estimate: £20-30. 

70. No Lot. 

71. No Lot. 

 

 

CAMERAS & INSTRUMENTS 

 

72. A LATE 19th/EARLY 20th CENTURY BRASS MONOCULAR 
MICROSCOPE BY BAKERS OF LONDON, with three additional lenses & 
in fitted mahogany case. Estimate: £80-120. 

73. A Kodak “No. 2 Brownie” box camera; & two Polaroid cameras, one 
boxed. Estimate: £10-20. 

74. Twelve various film reels including “Canada From Sea To Sea” (Part 1), 
“Birds on Land And Sea”, etc.; together with various glass negative 
plates. Estimate: £20-30. 

75. A Bell & Howell “624” 8mm cine camera, with case & box; a Sekonic 
“Zoom 8” ditto, cased; & three other cameras. Estimate: £20-30. 
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76. Various quarter-plate & half-plate glass negatives, some sailing related.
 Estimate: £10-20. 

77. A pair of brass opera glasses with simulated tortoiseshell covered tubes, 
& with leather case. Estimate: £10-20. 

78. A set of twelve coloured glass lantern slides – animal studies; twenty-nine 
various film reels; & a film projector. Estimate: £30-40. 

79. A set of Junior Lecturer’s Series coloured lantern slides “Mr O’Toole And 
The Umbrella” (8 of 8), boxed. Estimate: £20-30. 

80. A late 19th/early 20th century mahogany &* brass three-drawer telescope 
signed “Harris & Son London”, 29¾” long. Estimate: £30-40. 

81. A LATE 19th/EARLY 20th CENTURY BLACK LACQUERED 
MONOCULAR MICROSCOPE BY W. WATSON & SONS OF LONDON 
(No. 23963), with brass fittings, three additional lenses & with mahogany 
case. Estimate: £80-120. 

82. A Yashica “Lynx-1000” camera with various accessories, & case. 
 Estimate: £20-30. 

83. A Reeves “Astronomical Compass” (No. 64), 7½” diam., with case. 
 Estimate; £30-40. 

84. Three cases of French Verascope slides – all early 20th century views of 
Ceylon. Estimate: £30-40. 

85. A Minolta “XG-M” camera with four lenses & various other accessories.
 Estimate: £30-40. 

86. A pair of black lacquered field glasses with leather-covered tubes; a 
Frank V “Solida I” camera; and a Kodak “Brownie Flash IV” box camera, 
each with case. Estimate: £20-30. 

87. A collection of seventy-eight various stereoscope cards in fitted case, and 
a stereoscope card viewer. Estimate: £40-60. 

88. No Lot. 

89. No Lot. 
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 BOOKS & EPHEMERA 

90. An early 20th century Dutch volume “Het Archief Der Familie De Graeff, 
Inventaris En Regesten” by Mr W. R. Veder (1914); together with various 
family photographs & letters, in one volume & loose. Estimate: £30-40. 

91. Four leather-bound volumes “Shakspere”; eight volumes “Pictorial 
Knowledge”; & five various other volumes. Estimate: £30-40. 

92. Three 19th century leather-bound volumes “Scott’s Novels”; three 19th 
century leather-bound volumes “The Works of John Locke”; & a 19th 
century leather-bound volume “Memoirs of Sir William Temple Bart” (Vol 
II, 1836). Estimate: £40-60. 

93. Approximately forty various programmes, circa mid-20th century; six 
Bartholomew’s contoured maps; three small pictures, etc. 
 Estimate: £30-40. 

94. A GM Textiles Sales Hand-Book; one volume “The Hun Hunters, 
Cautionary Tales From The Trenches” (fourth edition); & various other 
books, magazines, illustrations, etc. Estimate: £20-30. 

95. One volume “A Plan For Bath” (1945); together with various other 
volumes; various prints & picture frames; & a “Father Tucks Picture 
Building for Little Folks jig-saw puzzle”. Estimate: £30-40. 

96. Three 19th century leather-bound volumes “The Works of Laurence 
Sterne” (1839), “A Sentimental Journey Through France And Italy” by 
Laurence Sterne (1824), & “Elements of British History” by Joseph Guy 
(1842). Estimate: £20-30. 

97. An early 20th century programme “Windsor Liberal Cycling and Athletic 
Club” (1905); a 1930’s programme “Cardiff & Taff Regatta” (1938); & 
approximately thirty various other programmes. Estimate: £10-20. 

98. A late 18th century leather-bound volume “A Biographical History of 
England From Egbert the Great to the Revolution” by the Rev. J. Granger 
(third edition, Vol III, 1779). Estimate: £20-30. 

99. A “Blackpool Tower Circus International Summer Season” (1958); a 
“Bruce Forsyth in Showtime at the Princess Theatre Torquay” programme 
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(1963); & eighteen various other programmes & magazines. 
 Estimate: £10-20. 

100. THE GOLDEN LOTUS, complete translation from the Chinese original of 
the novel Chin P’ing Mei, by Clement Egerton, four vols., First Edition 
publ. 1939 (d/w). Estimate: £40-60. 

101. Thirty two volumes “The War Illustrated”; & a “Shell Guide to Somerset”.
 Estimate: £5-10. 

102. AN EARLY 20th CENTURY LIMITED EDITION VOLUME “THE LAWSON 
HISTORY OF THE AMERICAS CUP, A RECORD OF FIFTY YEARS” BY 
WINFIELD M. THOMPSON & THOMAS W. LAWSON,                                  
(Ltd. Edn. No. 497/3000, dated 1902). Estimate: £100-200. 

103. Seventeen various 18th & 19th century Vellum indentures, all unframed.
 Estimate: £40-60. 

104. Two late 19th century volumes “The Life of William Morris” by J. W. 
Mackail (Vol I & II, 1899); together with six other volumes on William 
morris & various other books. Estimate: £30-40. 

105. A late 19th century leather-bound volume given to “James Haram Esq, 
Manager of the National Bank Dungarvan” containing eleven hand 
coloured & inscribed pages illuminated by J. Hopkins of Dublin, with case.
 Estimate: £30-40. 

106. An early 20th century volume “Thoughts On Hunting” by Peter Beckford 
Esq with illustrations in colour by G. Denholm Armour; one volume “The 
Rebellion In Dublin, April 1916”; a small leather-bound bible; a 1940’s 
National Registration Identity card; & a ditto National Savings stamp 
book. Estimate: £20-30. 

107. A 1930’s certificate “Fordingbridge Horse Show 1939”, 9½” x 11¾”, in 
glazed frame; together with various early 20th century family photographs 
including military figures, etc. Estimate: £20-30. 

108. A late 19th/early 20th century volume “Philips Anatomical Model of The 
Female Human Body”; & a ditto volume “Philips Popular Mannikin or 
Model of The Human Body”, both edited by William S. Furneaux. 
 Estimate: £30-40. 

109. BAKSHI, Ralph. “Lord of the Rings”; an animation cell depicting Frodo & 
Sam; 9” x 10½”. Estimate: £40-60. 
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110. A late 19th century leather-bound “Prescriptions” book; & two early 20th 
century leather-bound ledgers. Estimate: £20-30. 

111. An early 19th century hand coloured engraved “New Map of 
Leicestershire” by John Cary, dated 1801, 22¼” x 19”, unframed.
 Estimate: £30-40. 

112. An antique hand-coloured map of “Nottinghamshire” by Eman Bowen, 
(undated), 27½” x 21”, mounted, unframed. Estimate: £30-40. 

113. Seven French volumes “Modes & Travaux” magazine, circa mid-20th 
century; one volume “Paris Studio”; & various other French magazines, 
books & illustrations. Estimate: £40-60. 

114. Forty various Michelin maps, circa mid-late 20th century.  
 Estimate: £20-30. 

115. An artist’s proof small coloured print by Zoe Kenway titled: “Bath in 
Action”, signed in pencil to border, 7¼” x 10½”; together with ten various 
other small prints. Estimate: £20-30. 

116. Various Ordnance Survey maps, guide books, etc. Estimate: £20-30. 

117. Thirty-six various small items of ephemera contained in one album, circa 
1880’s-1920’s. Estimate: £12-22. 

118. A LEATHER-BOUND AUTOGRAPH ALBUM INCLUDING THE 
SIGNATURES OF CHARLIE CHAPLIN, BOB HOPE, BEATRIX 
LEHMANN, MICHAEL CRAWFORD, JEAN ALEXANDER, PATRICIA 
HAYES, CHARLES DELARUE, ETC. Estimate: £80-120. 

119. An early 20th century volume “Beautiful Joe, The Autobiography of a Dog” 
by Marshall Saunders (1907); a mid-19th century volume “Rab And His 
Friends” by John Brown (third edition, 1863); & nine various other 
volumes. Estimate: £20-30. 

120. Three Walcot South Ward Bath Official Coronation Souvenir Programmes 
(1953); and various other mid-20th century programmes, magazines, etc.
 Estimate: £20-30. 

121. Approximately forty various mid-20th century ration books, driving 
licenses, etc. Estimate: £20-30. 

122. A mid-19th century large bound volume of “The Times” newspaper (July 
1849-onwards). Estimate: £10-20. 
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123. A collection of twelve various pen drawings – book illustrations by Mr 
Christopher, 9" x 6¼", unframed. Estimate: £30-40. 

124. Two Limited Edition black & white etchings by Fausto Galenzzi of game 
birds; and five various other similar etchings & prints (various sizes), each 
in glazed frame. Estimate: £30-40. 

125. A VICTORIAN LEATHER-BOUND SCRAP BOOK CONTAINING 
NUMEROUS PAINTINGS, ILLUSTRATIONS, PHOTOGRAPHS, 
SCRAPS, etc. Estimate: £100-200. 

126. Two scrap books containing numerous illustrations, newspaper cuttings, 
etc. Estimate: £30-40. 

127. Various assorted maps & magazines; and a small quantity of sheet 
music. Estimate: £30-40. 

128. Four various 19th and 20th century indentures; two volumes on Bath; forty-
two volumes “The Edwardian” (King Edward’s School, Bath) magazine, 
circa mid-20th century, etc. Estimate: £30-40. 

129. Two leather-bound Holy Bibles; two leather-bound volumes “Johnson’s 
Dictionary”; a leather-bound ledger; and ten various other leather-bound 
volumes. Estimate: £30-40. 

130. A folio containing nine various etchings, prints, & illustrations; together 
with two framed pictures. Estimate: £30-40. 

131. A late Victorian Confirmation of Arms relating to the O’Delaney & O’Byrne 
families of Ireland, the manuscript parchment scroll bearing both 
armorials, signed by the King of Arms & dated 1890, with wax seal; in 
original gilt-tooled morocco case. Estimate: £50-75. 

131A. An interesting group of manuscript & typed letters, medical notes, 
testimonials, etc., regarding Dr (Major) James Augustine Harran CMG, 
who served as Medical Officer in East Africa, circa 1900-1915; together 
with a postcard album which includes several African subjects, sent by 
him to his family in Bath. Estimate: £50-100. 
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POSTCARDS, PHOTOGRAPHS, GREETINGS CARDS, etc. 

 

132. Approximately seventy postcards, early-late 20th century – all Bath views, 
contained in one album & loose. Estimate: £30-40. 

133. Approximately one thousand loose postcards, late 20th century; & six 
various related volumes. Estimate: £20-30. 

134. Approximately one hundred & forty loose postcards, early-mid 20th 
century – British views including numerous West Country views. 
 Estimate: £30-40. 

135. An album of sixty-five postcards, early-late 20th century – novelty, artist-
drawn, greetings, etc. Estimate: £30-40. 

136. Approximately two hundred loose postcards, early-late 20th century – 
British & foreign views, etc. Estimate: £20-30. 

137. Approximately four hundred & fifty various postcards, early-late 20th 
century – British & foreign views, etc., contained in two albums.  
 Estimate: £20-30. 

138. A 1930’s Russian photograph album containing fourteen various 
photographs of hospital staff. Estimate: £40-60. 

139. An early 20th century German family photograph album including 
numerous pre-WWI photographs & postcards. Estimate: £60-80. 

140. Four family photograph albums, early-mid 20th century including 
numerous sailing & military photographs, etc.; & an early 20th century 
writing album containing numerous illustrations, photographs, etc.
 Estimate: £30-40. 

141. Four family photograph albums, circa 1820’s-1950’s containing numerous 
Austrian, German & Swiss views, military scenes, etc. Estimate: £30-40. 

142. A collection of assorted family photographs, scraps, etc., relating to the 
Formby family of Formby Southport, contained in two albums & loose. 
 Estimate: £30-40. 

143. A large quantity of assorted family photographs, postcards, contained in 
seven albums & loose, early-mid 20th century. Estimate: £40-60. 
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144. Approximately one hundred & twenty various letters, mostly relating to the 
Bagley family from Edgbaston, circa 1920’s. Estimate: £20-30. 

145. AN ALBUM OF APPROXIMATELY TWO HUNDRED & THIRTY 
POSTCARDS, EARLY-MID 20th CENTURY – ARTIST DRAWN & 
HUMOROUS INCLUDING ARTHUR MORELAND, PHIL MAY, DUDLEY 
BUXTON, etc. Estimate: £200-300. 

146. AN ALBUM OF APPROXIMATELY TWO HUNDRED & TWENTY 
POSTCARDS, EARLY-MID 20th CENTURY – MILITARY SCENES  
FIGURES, HUMOROUS, WILDLIFE, etc. Estimate: £200-300. 

147. Approximately two hundred various loose postcards, early-late 20th 
century – British & foreign views, greetings, etc., contained in two small 
albums & loose. Estimate: £30-40. 

148. Approximately one hundred & thirty loose postcards, early-late 20th 
century – British & foreign views, etc. Estimate: £30-40. 

149. An early 20th century panoramic photograph of Waziristan (Pakistan) 
mountain range, 74” x 8¼”. Estimate: £30-40. 

150. A GOOD COLLECTION OF APPROXIMATELY SEVENTY LOOSE 
POSTCARDS, EARLY20th CENTURY – MILITARY SCENES, 
SPORTING, TRANSPORT, BRITISH & FOREIGN VIEWS, etc. 
 Estimate: £150-250. 

151. A quantity of assorted photographs, postcards, theatre programmes, etc.
 Estimate: £40-60. 

152. A collection of loose photographs & illustrations including film stars, 
architecture, etc., circa early-mid 20th century. Estimate: £40-60. 

153. Approximately three hundred postcards, early-late 20th century – British & 
foreign views, etc., contained in one album & loose. Estimate: £40-60. 

154. A quantity of mid-20th century greetings cards, loose. Estimate: £30-40. 

155. Approximately sixty various loose postcards, mid/late-20th century; and 
various cigarette cards. Estimate: £30-40. 

156. No Lot. 

157. No Lot. 
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CIGARETTE & TRADE CARDS 

 

158. A set of John Player “Cricketers 1934” cigarette cards displayed in two 
glazed frames; together with various other cigarette cards displayed in 
four glazed frames. Estimate: £20-30. 

159. Various assorted loose cigarette & tea cards; & ten various empty 
cigarette card albums. Estimate: £30-40. 

160. Various cigarette & tea cards by John Player, W. D. & H. O. Wills, etc., 
contained in four albums. Estimate: £30-40. 

161. A collection of mixed cigarette & tea cards contained in five albums. 
 Estimate: £30-40. 

162. Various W. D. & H. O. Wills loose cigarette cards. Estimate: £30-40. 

163. Various loose cigarette cards by John Player, W. D. & H. O. Wills, etc.
 Estimate: £30-40. 

164. Three W. D. & H. O. Wills picture card albums; & various loose cigarette 
& tea cards. Estimate: £30-40. 

165. Various loose cigarette, tea & confectionery cards. Estimate: £20-30. 

166. Approximately one hundred & fifty various loose cigarette & other picture 
cards, late 19th-early 20th century. Estimate: £25-35. 

167. Approximately eight hundred various cigarette cards by W. D. & H. O. 
Wills, John Player, etc., loose & in albums. Estimate: £15-25. 

168. Approximately six hundred & forty various cigarette cards by W. D. & H. 
O. Wills, John Player, etc., in one album, early 20th century.  
 Estimate: £15-25. 

169. Approximately three hundred & fifty various John Player cigarette cards, 
loose, early 20th century. Estimate: £15-25. 

170. Approximately five hundred various cigarette cards by W. D. & H. O. 
Wills, Lambert & Butler, etc., including a set of Wills “Aviation” cards (50 
of 50. Estimate: £15-25. 
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171. No Lot. 

 

 

TRANSPORT RELATED ITEMS 

 

172. Three enamelled chrome car membership badges “Austin Healey Club”, 
“British Racing & Sports Car Club” & “Jaguar Drivers Club”.  
 Estimate: £30-40. 

173. A 1930’s Guy Underwood bronzed car mascot “Eve”, 6¾” high.  
 Estimate: £60-80. 

174. An early 20th century bronzed car mascot “George V Coronation 
Britannia” inscribed Vivat Rex, depicting Britannia holding out a crown 
made for the coronation of George V in 1911, 4¾” high.  
 Estimate: £80-120. 

175. Approximately eighty various loose postcards & glass negatives – all 
relating to railways. Estimate: £30-40. 

176. A British Airways “Concorde” bag, & various ditto items of ephemera, etc.
 Estimate: £20-30. 

177. A British Railways coloured advertising poster “BATH, The Georgian 
City”, 39" x 24¼", mounted, unframed. Estimate: £30-40. 

178. No Lot. 

 

 

SPORTING ITEMS 

 

179. A small display of the 1986 Cheltenham Gold Cup winner Dawn Run & 
jockey Jonjo O’Neill, in glazed case, 6¾” wide x 7½” high; and a Lawleys 
figure titled: “Frankie Dettori, Seven out of Seven”, with hardwood stand, 
8¼” high, complete with Frankie Dettori’s signature.   
 Estimate: £30-40. 

180. A Royal Doulton Limited Edition collector’s plate “Frankie Dettori, The 
Magnificent Seven” (Ltd. Ed. No. 2574/9500), with certificate; a ditto 
tankard (lacking certificate); a Limited Edition coloured print after Phil 
Davie titled “Dettori’s Seven, Ascot, Sept. 1996”, 16¾” x 23”; & a 
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facsimile coloured print of the front page of Sporting Life depicting 
Frankie Dettori’s Magnificent Seven. Estimate: £30-40. 

181. A Webley & Scott 22 calibre air pistol “The Webley” (MK I, No. 44254), 
boxed. Estimate: £60-80. 

182. Three volumes on cricket “Time For Reflection” by Colin Cowdrey, “The 
Gloves Are Off”, by Godfrey Evans, and “Time To Declare” by Basil 
D’Oliveira. Estimate: £5-10. 

183. An Ashbourns “AirSprite” split-cane two-piece fishing rod, 7' 7" long; and 
an Orvis graphite 9' long fishing rod, each with case. Estimate: £30-40. 

184. A LATE 19th/EARLY 20th Century WOODEN TENNIS RACQUET WITH 
BULBOUS-TURNED SHAPED GRIP, 29¼" long. Estimate: £100-150. 

185. A silver plated sporting shield mounted on oak shield-shaped plaque 
“KNOWLE STADIUM CHAMIONSHIP SHIELD, 1950”, 17" x 22"; and a 
similar smaller ditto “BARROW HEPBURN & GALE LTD” (1960s), 11¾" x 
14". Estimate: £30-40. 

186. A Gibson’s “Wembley” board game; a “Real Madrid Centenary” box set 
(1902-2002), as-new; and an “Arsenal Become Legends (1989-2009) box 
set. Estimate: £10-20. 

187. Approximately sixty various football programmes including numerous 
Bath City programmes; and a sheet of Bath City football player’s 
autographs. Estimate: £10-20. 

188. Various sport-related magazines, 1960s-onwards. Estimate: £10-20. 

189. A Sugar Puffs leather football, autographed by Ally McCoist, with award 
letter; and a small Glasgow Rangers football shirt. Estimate: £10-20. 

190. A ProSet official card of the football association ring binder; various ditto 
cards; nine various football sticker albums, etc. Estimate: £10-20. 

191. Twenty-five various football-related volumes; and three football video 
cassettes. Estimate: £10-20. 

192. No Lot. 

193. No Lot. 
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WEAPONS & MILITARIA  

 

194. A tan-leather cartridge belt; and various cap badges & tunic buttons. 
 Estimate: £30-40. 

195. A WWI rifle bayonet, 25" long (lacking sheath); and two eastern knives, 
each with sheath. Estimate: £30-40. 

196.  A pair of British WWI Binocular Prismatic No. 3 (MKI) binoculars by W. 
Watson & Sons Ltd of London (1918), with leather case.  
 Estimate: £20-30. 

197. A LATE VICTORIAN BRITISH ROYAL NAVY OFFICER’S DRESS 
SWORD, the 30¾" long blade etched with crown, fouled anchor, Royal 
Arms & foliage, with brass hilt, & with leather scabbard.  
 Estimate: £100-150. 

198. A George VI Cavalry Officer’s dress sword, the 32" long blade etched 
with crown, Royal Arms & foliage, with pierced hilt, & with leather 
scabbard. Estimate: £60-80. 

199. A LATE VICTORIAN BRITISH ROYAL NAVY OFFICER’S DRESS 
SWORD, the 30¼" long blade etched with crown, fouled anchor, Royal 
Arms & foliage, with brass hilt, & with leather scabbard.  
 Estimate: £100-150. 

200. A German soldier’s photograph album containing approximately eighty 
various photographs. Estimate: £40-60. 

201. An early 20th century brass shell case, 25¾" high, converted to a dinner 
gong on mahogany stand, bears plaque: “SHELL CASE FROM GERMAN 
CRUISER KONINGSBERG, REFREGI RIVER, EAST AFRICA 1916”, 
stand 35¼" high; together with two other smaller shell cases. 
 Estimate: £40-60. 

202. A set of thirteen volumes “The Great War”; and approx. thirty various 
volumes on WWII, etc. Estimate: £20-30. 

203. Two Somerset Light Infantry Soldier’s jackets; two ditto pairs of trousers; 
and three ditto caps. Estimate: £30-40. 

204. No Lot. 
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TEXTILES & COSTUME 

205. Three fur coats; a fur shoulder wrap; and a fur stole. Estimate: £20-30. 

206. A grey squirrel stole & bag; a skunk stole; a silver fox collar; and various 
other fur accessories. Estimate: £30-40. 

207. Seven Edwardian white cotton nightgowns; and various white cotton 
doilies, etc. Estimate: £30-40. 

208. A mink fur silk-lined ladies’ three-quarter length coat & a ditto stole; three 
mid-20th century ladies’ evening dresses; an embroidered housecoat; & 
various other items of vintage clothing. Estimate: £30-40. 

209. A late 19th/early 20th century embroidered satin evening bag; a late 
19th/early 20th century silk & lace cummerbund; & a pair of antique kid 
leather gloves, etc. Estimate: £20-30. 

210. A crocodile skin handbag with gilt-metal clasp, 11¾” wide. 
 Estimate: £20-30. 

211. A mink silk-lined jacket ladies’ jacket. Estimate: £20-30. 

212. An Indian silk table cover with all-over multi-coloured repeating geometric 
design, 39” square, boxed; together with a crimson & black housecoat; & 
two vintage pairs of ladies’ pyjamas. Estimate: £20-30. 

213. A Debella silk-lined fur shawl. Estimate: £20-30. 

214. A crimson velour table cover with embroidered gold-thread foliate design, 
47" square. Estimate: £30-40. 

215. Five various late 19th/early 20th century North American Indian(?) 
beadwork fragments. Estimate: £30-40. 

216. Various items of ethnic & eastern embroidered textiles; and a small 
quantity of table linen. Estimate: £40-60. 

217. A display of a black fabric fan with painted classical figure scene 
decoration; and in glazed gilt frame (frame 30" x 18½").  
 Estimate: £30-40. 
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218. An embroidered brown velvet child’s waistcoat, three fans, five various 
handbags, etc. Estimate: £30-40. 

219. No Lot. 

 

 

CABINETS 

 

220. Two ladies’ wristwatches, each in yellow-metal case, one stamped “4K”, 
the other “14K” (straps w.a.f.); together with an early 20th century ivory 
page-turner with white-metal mount inscribed “Essex & Suffolk Hounds, 
4.3.04”; and an engine-turned brass ladies’ cigarette case. 
 Estimate: £40-60. 

221.  A Joan De Bethel large hand painted pottery cat ornament, (No. 1314, 
1988), 7¼” high. Estimate: £60-80. 

222. A Hardings guide map to “The District of Bath” circa early/mid-20th 
century; together with an Edwardian silver child’s toothbrush, Birmingham 
1902; and four pairs of cufflinks, cased. Estimate: £30-40. 

223. An S.T. Dupont cigarette lighter in engine-turned silvered-metal case, and 
with fibre-covered outer case. Estimate: £40-60. 

224. A Cross fountain pen, with case. Estimate: £30-40. 

225. A set of four Georgian silver bright-cut teaspoons, together with various 
coins, etc. Estimate: £30-40. 

226. Four pairs of cuff-links; two cigarette cases; various coins & badges, etc.
 Estimate: £30-40. 

227. Five various wristwatches; and various other items of costume jewellery.
 Estimate: £30-40. 

228. A Royal Doulton kitten ornament (HN 2581); various other animal 
ornaments; a Clover compact & keyring set, boxed, etc.  
 Estimate: £20-30. 

229. A Royal Doulton large character jug “Simon Cellarer”; a small Pekinese 
dog ornament; two Toby jugs; and a set of six epns teaspoons & 
matching pair of sugar tongs, cased (part w.a.f.). Estimate: £30-40. 
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230. A Europa 7 Jewels travelling alarm clock; a Harrison’s brass sovereign 
scale; a pair of opera glasses, etc. Estimate: £30-40. 

231. A late Victorian silver serving fork, Sheffield 1898; a George V silver 
rectangular photograph frame, Sheffield 1915; a set of four silver 
teaspoons; and a modern pair of silver napkin rings, cased.  
 Estimate: £30-40. 

232. A set of six George V silver ‘apostle’ teaspoons, Birmingham 1922, 
cased; a similar pair of silver sugar tongs, London 1893; and a set of six 
George VI silver coffee spoons, Birmingham 1938, cased.  
 Estimate: £30-40. 

233. A George V silver engine-turned cigarette case, Chester 1927; a gent’s 
pocketwatch in rolled gold case; and an ·800 silver & enamelled oval 
pendant. Estimate: £30-40. 

234. An autographed black & white photograph of Barry McGuigan, the former 
W.B.A. Featherweight Champion of the World; together with an Ordnance 
Survey contoured Road Map of Windsor; and one volume “The Goon 
Show Scripts” by Spike Milligan. Estimate: £20-30. 

235. A W.H. Goss “model of Shakespeare House”; a ditto model “A Window In 
Thrums”; seven various W.H. Goss model cottages & houses; and 
eighteen various other similar models, part w.a.f. Estimate: £30-40. 

236. A Ronson Varaflame cigarette lighter, cased; a steel shoehorn with plated 
handle; and a small quantity of costume jewellery. Estimate: £20-30. 

237. A Waltham gent’s pocketwatch with black roman numerals to the white 
enamel dial, and in engraved yellow-metal case, stamped “14K”. 
 Estimate: £30-40. 

238. An “AA” car membership badge (8B93415); together with two Royal 
Northumberland Fusiliers cap badges. Estimate: £10-20. 

239. Two Royal Worcester bone china bird ornaments titled; “Jay” (No. 3248),                        
& “Thrush” (No. 3234), the latter w.a.f. Estimate: £5-10. 

240. A yellow-metal curb-link necklace; a Delbana ladies’ wristwatch; two 
1960s “Imperial Society of Teachers” badges; various other badges, etc.
 Estimate: £30-40. 

241. A bronzed circular small plaque inscribed “Her Majesty’s High Court of 
Justice Ireland, Ballina, Probate Division”, 3½" diam.; and a 
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daguerreotype head & shoulders portrait study of a gentleman (oval), 2¾" 
x 2", cased. Estimate: £20-30. 

242. An Art Deco-style enamelled chrome oval compact; a Flaminaire (French) 
cigarette lighter with case; a fountain pen, etc. Estimate: £20-30. 

243. Various items of costume jewellery. Estimate: £30-40. 

244. An Edwardian heavy cut-glass heart shaped trinket box with silver & 
simulated tortoiseshell cover, 4¾" wide, London 1909; a George V silver 
rectangular photograph frame, Birmingham 1929; and eight various silver 
teaspoons. Estimate: £60-80. 

245. Three Beswick models of cows (two w.a.f.). Estimate: £20-30. 

246. An early 20th century 9ct. gold propelling pencil by E. Baker & Son.
 Estimate: £40-60. 

247. Eleven 19th century English white & turquoise glazed porcelain menu 
holders in the form of scallop shells, 2¼” high; design registration mark 
for 1874. (One cracked). Estimate: £30-40. 

248. WAUGH, Elizabeth (born 1929). A bronze model of a recumbent 
deerhound, on oval "flag stone" base, 9" wide x 4½" high; signed & 
numbered 5/52. Estimate: £50-70. 

249. Two 19th century Turkish white metal zarfs; & two brass ditto. 
 Estimate: £30-40. 

250. Four Royal Doulton Charles Dickens character figures: “Artful Dodger”, 
“Fagin”, “Fat Boy”, and “Oliver Twist”. Estimate: £40-60. 

251. A pair of Chinese carved ivory glove stretchers, 9½" long. 
 Estimate: £30-40. 

252. A George V gilded silver masonic regalia medal: “Lodge Star In The 
East”, Birmingham 1915; and a yellow metal masonic regalia medal, both 
cased. Estimate: £30-40. 

253. A George V silver oval photograph frame, 3¾" x 2½", Birmingham 1919; 
a silver teaspoon; two cigarette lighters, etc. Estimate: £30-40. 

254. Various items of costume jewellery. Estimate: £10-20. 
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255. A Royal Doulton Famous Ships series rectangular bowl titled: "The 
Matthew", 9" x 7¾"; a Royal Doulton dish titled: "Woodlay Dale", 9" x 7"; a 
ditto rectangular dish titled" "Airey Gamp", 5¼" x 3¾" (w.a.f.); & a ditto 
small character jug "John Barleycorn Old Lad". Estimate: £20-30. 

256. A Beswick model of a standing Golden Retriever; and three Royal 
Doulton small character jugs. Estimate: £20-30. 

257. Three Royal Doulton large character jugs: “Bootmaker” (D6572), “Capt. 
Ahab” (D6500), and “Chelsea Pensioner” (D6817); and a Royal Doulton 
Toby jug “The Huntsman”, 7¾" high. Estimate: £30-40. 

258. A collection of forty-eight various pocketknives; & three hunting knives.
 Estimate: £30-40. 

259. A Kigu gilt-metal compact; and various items of costume jewellery, with 
jewellery box. Estimate: £30-40. 

260. Twenty-one various wristwatches; and a Ronson cigarette lighter. 
 Estimate: £20-30. 

261. A George V silver-backed hairbrush with embossed foliate & ribbon 
design, Birmingham 1915; a pair of silver sugar tongs; and four various 
silver spoons. Estimate: £30-40. 

262. A gent’s pocketwatch with black roman numerals to the white enamel 
dial; and in ·925 silver engraved case; together with a goliath 
pocketwatch; and two other timepieces. Estimate: £30-40. 

263. A steel open barrel corkscrew; a novelty “Shoe” pincushion; six various 
pens; a perpetual calendar, etc. Estimate: £30-40. 

264. No Lot. 

 

CRESTED CHINA 

265.  A W.H. Goss “Model of Irish Mather or Wooden Drinking Cup In Dorset 
County Museum” (Bath), 5¾" high; a ditto small mug (Bath), 3¼" high; 
and a ditto model of “Oak Pitcher Peculiar To Devon” (city of Exeter), 4½" 
high. Estimate: £30-40. 

266.  Eleven W.H. Goss model lighthouses. Estimate: £30-40. 
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267. A W.H. Goss “Model of Bronze Pot Found In Upper Kirkgate Aberdeen” 
(Westminster Abbey), 5¼" high; a ditto “Model of Ancient Jar Washed 
Out Of Cliff Near Southwold Now In Town Hall” (Bexhill), 5¾" high; and 
five ditto vases, part w.a.f. Estimate: £30-40. 

268. Two W.H. Goss “Models of Old Welsh Milk Cans” (Llandudno and 
Winchcombe); a ditto “Model of Sack Bottle Dredged From The Dart” 
(Llanberis); and ten various other items of W.H. Goss crestedware, part 
w.a.f. Estimate: £30-40. 

269. An Arcadian “Model of Despatch Rider” (Weston-Super-Mare”; three ditto 
“Models of Tommy And His Machine Gun”; and eight various model 
tanks. Estimate: £20-30. 

270. Seven various model ambulances; and ten various model gramophones.
 Estimate: £20-30. 

271. Fourteen various model clock towers; and eight various model 
grandfather clocks. Estimate: £30-40. 

272. Eighteen various model post boxes; and ten various model barrels. 
 Estimate: £30-40. 

273. Thirty various model lighthouses. Estimate: £20-30. 

274. Twenty-one various model animals. Estimate: £20-30. 

275. Twenty-five various items of crested china. Estimate: £30-40. 

276. Twenty-two various model memorials. Estimate: £30-40. 

277. Thirty-six various model lighthouses. Estimate: £20-30. 

278. A Carlton ware model of an airship (Duke of Norfolk); a ditto model of a 
vintage car (Ancient Arms of Bedford); and six various ditto models of 
ships & boats. Estimate: £30-40. 

279. Thirty various items of Carlton ware crested china. Estimate: £40-60. 

280. A W.H. Goss “Model of Norwegian Horse-Shaped Beer Bowl” (Ventnor); 
a ditto “Model of Ancient Lamp Found At Lake Clay Pits, Hamworthy 
Poole” (Stanley, King of Man); and twenty various other items of W.H. 
Goss crested china. Estimate: £40-60. 

281. A W.H. Goss “Model of Ancient Stone Vessel From Dover Castle In 
Dover Museum” (Crickhowell); a ditto “Model of Old Flemish Milk Pot” 
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(Darwen); and twenty various other items of W.H. Goss crested china.
 Estimate: £40-60. 

282. Eleven W.H. Goss model lighthouses. Estimate: £30-40. 

283. A W.H.Goss “Model of Ancient Bronze Kettle Dug Up Near Bettws-y-
Coed 1877” (Scarborough); a ditto “Model of Puzzle Cider Cup Made At 
The Bristol Pottery 1791 Now In Bristol Museum” (Arms of Wales); and 
thirty-one various other items of W.H. Goss crested china.  
 Estimate: £40-60. 

284. Thirty-five various items of crested china by W. H. Goss, Carlton, etc.
 Estimate: £20-30. 

 

 

 POSTAGE STAMPS, COINS & MEDALS 

 

285. An album & contents of G.B. & foreign stamps; various First Day covers, 
loose stamps, etc. Estimate: £20-30. 

286. A large quantity of mainly foreign stamps on pieces. Estimate: £20-30. 

287. A large collection of postal covers, including many registered items to a 
business address in Jersey. Estimate: £30-40. 

288. A collection of Greek stamps & covers, in a stock-book & on loose album 
leaves. Estimate: £20-30. 

289. Two albums & contents of British Commonwealth mint stamps, sheets, 
etc., commemorating the 1981 Royal Wedding; and a collection of Isle of 
Man mint stamps, presentation packs, First Day covers, etc., contained in 
three albums. Estimate: £30-40. 

290. A collection of Guernsey First Day covers, mint stamps, stamp books, air-
mail covers, etc., contained in two albums; and a collection of Jersey First 
Day covers, postcards, mint stamps, air-mail covers, etc., contained in 
two albums. Estimate: £30-40. 

291. An album & contents of Commonwealth & world stamps; books of 
stamps; sheets; First Day covers; postcards, etc., together with a large 
quantity of Philatelic Bulletins circa 1973-2016, & similar printed material.
 Estimate: £20-30. 

292. Twenty five stamped but un-used First Class envelopes; twenty five 
Second Class ditto; & five empty First Day cover albums.  
 Estimate: £15-25. 

293. A collection of G.B., Commonwealth, & foreign stamps, covers, etc., in 
various albums & loose. Estimate: £30-40. 
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294. Various G.B. & foreign stamps, First Day covers, commemorative sets, 
etc. Estimate: £30-50. 

295. A Victory stamp album & contents of GB & foreign stamps; a stock-book 
& contents of GB stamps; & another & contents of foreign stamps. 
 Estimate: £30-40. 

296. Two large Ideal stamp albums & contents of World Stamps (circa 1914-
15, fairly sparse); two smaller albums; various loose stamps, covers, etc.
 Estimate: £30-50. 

297. A small quantity of commemorative crowns, foreign coins, etc.  
 Estimate: £10-20. 

298. A quantity of British & foreign coins, banknotes, etc.; together with a 
stamp album. Estimate: £20-30. 

299. A small quantity of coins & commemorative crowns. Estimate: £5-10. 

300. A ring-binder album containing mostly British pre-decimal mixed coins, & 
a few foreign coins. Estimate: £20-30. 

301. A First & Second World War group of four service medals awarded to 
Cpt. G. W. Hirst, R.A.; 1914-15 Star, British War Medal, Victory Medal, 
Defence Medal (un-named), mounted for wearing; together with a brass 
matchbox cover engraved with the badge of the Royal Field Artillery 
1914-1919; & a pierced silver belt buckle. Estimate: £50-75. 

302. The Imperial Service Medal, Elizabeth II, awarded to John Edward 
Maggs; in original case. Estimate: £15-20. 

303. A First World War trio awarded to Pte. E. Sheppard A.S.C.; 1914-15 Star, 
British War Medal, & Victory Medal, mounted for wearing; & a Second 
World War group of four – Burma Star, Defense Medal, 1939-45 Star, & 
War Medal; un-named, mounted for wearing. Estimate; £50-75. 

 

  

 DIE-CAST SCALE MODELS, MODEL TRAINS & ACCESSORIES  

 

304. Two Dinky collection scale model box sets “Classic Sports Cars, Series I”; 
and “Classic British Sports Cars, Series II”, both sets boxed. 
 Estimate: £20-30. 

305. Two Dinky collection Special Edition scale models “1939 Triumph 
Dolomite”, and “1950 Mercedes-Benz Diesel Omnibus Type 0-3500”, both 
boxed. Estimate: £20-30. 

306. Approximately twenty various scale models, boxed & unboxed.  
 Estimate: £20-30. 
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307. A Bachmann “OO” gauge scale model of the B.R. 2-10-0 locomotive & 
tender “Evening Star”; three Hornby “OO” gauge scale model coaches; 
and various other items of rolling stock, all unboxed. Estimate: £30-40. 

308. Six various “OO” gauge scale model tank locomotives; and a pair of Tri-
Ang “OO” gauge scale model coaches, all unboxed. Estimate: £20-30. 

309. A Hornby Railways “OO” gauge scale model of a G.W.R. 0-6-0 locomotive 
(No. 8773), boxed; a “OO” gauge scale model of an 0-4-0 tank locomotive; 
various ditto items of rolling stock, etc. Estimate: £30-40. 

310. A Hornby Railways “OO” gauge scale model of an 0-6-2 locomotive; 
various items of rolling stock, etc.; a Dinky die-cast scale model of a 
“Triumph 1300” car; and a Corgi Major die-cast scale model of “Ecurie 
Ecosse Racing Car Transporter”. Estimate: £30-40. 

  

 

 

LEADED SOLDIER FIGURES & ACCESSORIES 

 

311. A set of Britains painted lead British Soldier series figures “THE LIFE 
GUARDS 1st & 2nd” (WITH CLOAKS) (No. 400, one soldier lacking sword).
 Estimate: £30-40. 

312. A set of Britains painted lead figures “BEDOUIN ARABS” (No. 164), 
boxed. Estimate: £30-40. 

313. A set of Britains painted lead soldier figures “PRUSSIAN HUSSARS” (No. 
153), boxed. Estimate; £30-40. 

314. A set of Britains painted lead soldier figures “Chasseurs á Cheval” (No. 
139), boxed. Estimate: £30-40. 

315. A set of Britains painted lead soldier figures “JAPANESE CAVALRY” (No. 
135), boxed. Estimate: £30-40. 

316. A set of Britains painted lead soldier figures “COSSACKS, UNITED 
STATES OF SOVIET RUSSIA” (No. 136), boxed. Estimate: £30-40. 

317. A set of Britains painted lead Soldier of the British Empire series soldier 
figures “The Egyptian Cavalry” (No. 115), boxed. Estimate: £30-40. 

318. A set of Britains painted lead British Soldiers series figures “THE WEST 
INDIA REGIMENT” (No. 19), boxed. Estimate: £30-40. 

319. A set of Britains painted lead Types of The French Army series figures 
“ZOUAVES” (No. 142), boxed. Estimate: £30-40. 

320. A set of Britains painted lead Types of The Servian Army series figures 
“SERVIAN INFANTRY” (No. 173), boxed. Estimate: £30-40. 
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321. A set of Britains painted lead soldier figures “1st KING GEORGE’S OWN 
GURKHA RIFLES” (THE MALAUN REGIMENT), (No. 197), boxed. 
 Estimate: £30-40. 

322. A set of Britains Types of the Italian Army series figures “ITALIAN 
INFANTRY” (No. 166), boxed. Estimate: £30-40. 

323. A set of Britains painted lead Types of the Italian Army series figures 
“BERSAGLIERE” (No. 169), boxed. Estimate: £30-40. 

324. A set of Britains painted lead Armies of The World series figures 
“GERMAN INFANTRY” (IN FIELD  GREY UNIFORMS) (No. 432), boxed.
 Estimate: £30-40. 

325. A set of Britains painted lead Armies of The World series figures “12th 
Frontier Force” (No. 1621), boxed. Estimate: £30-40. 

326. A set of Britains painted lead Types of the French Army series figures 
“TURCOS” (No. 191), boxed. Estimate: £30-40. 

327. A set of Britains painted lead Armies of The World series figures “4th 
Bombay Grenadiers”, boxed. Estimate; £30-40. 

328. A set of Britains painted lead Types of the French Army series figures 
“Infanterie de Lighe” (No. 141), boxed, part w.a.f. Estimate: £30-40. 

329. Two Britains painted lead soldier figure sets “THE ROYAL HORSE 
GUARDS” (THE BLUES) No. 2; and “RUSSIAN INFANTRY” (No. 133), 
both sets with slight faults, boxed. Estimate: £30-40. 

330. A set of Britains painted lead Types of the German Army series figures 
“RUSSIAN INFANTRY OF THE LINE” (No. 154), boxed.   
 Estimate: £30-40. 

331. A set of Britains painted lead Types of The Greek Army series figures 
“GREEK INFANTRY” (No. 171), boxed. Estimate: £30-40. 

332. A set of Britains painted lead figures “JAPANESE INFANTRY” (No. 134), 
boxed. Estimate: £30-40. 

333. A set of Britains painted lead Types of the British Navy figures “THE 
ROYAL MARINES” (No. 35), boxed. Estimate: £30-40. 

334. A set of Britains painted lead Types of the Spanish Army series figures 
“Infanteria Espanola” (No. 92), boxed. Estimate: £30-40. 

335. A Britains model of a “4.7 NAVAL GUN” (No. 1264); and a Britains part set 
of figures “THE KINGS ROYAL RIFLE CORPS” (No. 98), both boxed.
 Estimate: £30-40. 

336. Various painted lead soldier figures & accessories, boxed & unboxed.
 Estimate: £30-40.  
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 TOYS, GAMES, JUVENALIA, etc. 

337. A LATE 19th/EARLY 20th CENTURY OAK GAMES COMPENDIUM fitted 
with a set of boxwood chessmen (size of kings 2½" high); a part set of 
bone dominoes; various playing cards, etc.; 12½" wide x 9" high.  
 Estimate: £80-120. 

338. A Vulcan “Senior” child’s sewing machine, boxed; and a Pedigree “16T” 
black celluloid girl doll. Estimate: £20-30. 

339. A set of hardwood dominoes, boxed; together with a cribbage board; and 
seven packs of playing cards. Estimate: £20-30. 

340. Thirty-one various modern comics; & six various costume dolls. 
 Estimate: £20-30. 

341. A Chad Valley jig-saw puzzle “Henley Regatta”, boxed; together with 
approximately thirty various other jig-saw puzzles, boxed & unboxed. 
 Estimate: £30-40. 

342. Approximately one hundred & twenty various comics & annuals, circa late 
20th century. Estimate: £20-30. 

343. Approximately two hundred various china & glass marbles; together with 
various other toys. Estimate: £20-30. 

344. A composition girl doll with blue sleeping eyes & open mouth, 18½" tall, 
dressed. Estimate: £10-20. 

345. Seven various Britains painted lead fox-hunting figures & animals; and a 
Maisto scale model “VW Beetle”, unboxed. Estimate: £20-30. 

346. An Ezy-Bilt “No. 2” construction set, boxed, with instruction booklet; and a 
Meccano “No. 3” booklet. Estimate: £30-40. 

347. Ten Airfix model kit military vehicles, all un-assembled, boxed.  
 Estimate: £30-40. 

348. A mid-20th century Mobo(?) lithographed tinplate child’s rocking horse, 29” 
high x 26” long. Estimate: £20-30. 

349. A late 19th century wax-head girl doll with composition body, dressed, 15" 
high (w.a.f.); a composition girl doll; and a doll’s body.   
 Estimate: £30-40. 
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350. An early/mid-20th century golden plush terrier soft toy, 9½" high (w.a.f.).
 Estimate: £30-40. 

351. A plated novelty dice shaker in the form of a cocktail shaker, 2¼" high; a 
Hely’s of Dublin “Map-It” Irish card game; a set of “Fennell” series playing 
cards, etc. Estimate: £20-30. 

352. A late 19th/early 20th century Jumeau bisque head girl doll (S.F.B.J. 60 
Paris 4/0), with brown sleeping eyes, open mouth, & composition body, 14" 
tall, dressed; and a Moppet doll’s wig. Estimate: £60-80. 

353. A Chad Valley G.W.R. plywood jig-saw puzzle “The Model Railway”; 
together with eleven other jig-saw puzzles – all relating to the Royal 
Family; four children’s books, etc. Estimate: £20-30. 

354. A Tri-Ang Minic clockwork-operated mouse toy; a Gescha patent 
clockwork-operated racing car; a Scalex scale model “Maserati” racing car; 
and nine various other scale model vehicles, all unboxed.  
 Estimate: £30-40. 

355. Twenty-three various scale model vehicles, all unboxed; and various 
painted lead farm animal models, etc. Estimate: £30-40. 

356. A VIP electric model roadways set (lacking cars), boxed; together with 
various games & jig-saw puzzles; three soft toys, etc. Estimate: £20-30. 

357. Eight various painted lead horse models; and six various sets of playing 
cards. Estimate: £20-30. 

358. An Ideal “Evel Knievel Stunt Cycle”; a Palitoy “Action Man Soldier” (with 
gripping hands), both boxed; two 1970s “Six Million Dollar Man” action 
figures; and two other action figures. Estimate: £50-70. 

359. A brass model of “Stephenson’s Rocket” mounted on wooden plinth, 10¼" 
high; and a Merrythought golden plush teddybear, 14½" high (w.a.f.). 
 Estimate: £20-30. 

360. A DAPPLE GREY PAINTED & CARVED WOODEN ROCKING HORSE, 
BEARS PLAQUE “SPEACIAL MILLENIUM LIMITED EDITION TO MARK 
YEAR 2000, SERIAL No. 120 OF 500”, ON TRESTLE BASE, 48" long x 48 
high. Estimate: £100-200. 

361. A set of carved wooden chessmen (size of Kings 3¼" high), with case; a 
Waddingtons "Monopoly" board game, etc. Estimate: £20-30. 
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362. A Chad Valley “Bruin Boys” bagatelle game (By Permission of the 
Proprietors of Tiger Tim Weekly), boxed; and an Amersham “Scora” 
bagatelle board, unboxed. Estimate: £30-40. 

363. One volume “The Chick’s Own Annual” (1931); and various other 
children’s books. Estimate: £20-30. 

364. A Spears “Snakes And Ladders” board game, boxed; and various other 
games, jig-saw puzzles, etc. Estimate: £30-40. 

365. A pair of treen juggler’s clubs; two cribbage boards; various sets of playing 
cards, etc. Estimate: £30-40. 

366. Sixteen Elastolia Red Indian figures; four ditto horse models; and a treen 
model canoe. Estimate: £30-40. 

 

 

 

 

                                      *** END OF SALE ***  

 

               

      

FORTHCOMING SALE DATES 2017 

All sales start at 10.00. am 
ON VIEW: Saturday morning prior to sale – 9:00 am - 12:00 noon 
Monday prior to sale – 9:00 am - 6:00 pm unless otherwise stated 

And Morning of Sale 

 

TUESDAY 11th JULY 2017 

Decorative Items & Household Furnishings 

 

 

TUESDAY 25th JULY 2017 

Fine Art & Antiques Sale 

 

 

TUESDAY 8th AUGUST 2017 

Decorative Items & Household Furnishings 

 

                                             ****** 


